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ABSTRACT
This Thesis presents studies of molecular association in aqueous 
solution and at the liquid/solid interface. The investigated molecular 
systems range from self-aggregating surfactants to hydration water in 
contact with micelles or individual molecules. In most studies, 
combinations of various NMR methods were applied. These vary 
from simple chemical shift and intensity measurements to more 
elaborate self-diffusion and intermolecular cross-relaxation 
experiments. 

Non-ideal mixed micelles of fluorinated and hydrogenated surfactants 
were studied by an experimental procedure that allows an analysis in 
terms of micellar structure, using a minimal number of initial 
assumptions. Quantitative conclusions about micro-phase separation 
within mixed micelles were obtained within the framework of the 
regular solution theory. Additionally, NMR was introduced and 
developed as a powerful method for studying adsorption of 
surfactants at solid interfaces. Adsorption isotherms for pure and 
mixed surfactant systems and non-ideal mixing behavior of 
fluorinated and hydrogenated surfactants at solid surfaces were 
quantified. Fluorosurfactant-protein association was investigated 
using the methods described. 

Intermolecular cross-relaxation rates between solute and solvent 
molecules were recorded at several different magnetic fields. The 
results reveal strong frequency dependence for both small molecules 
and micelles. This finding demonstrates that intermolecular cross-
relaxation is not solely controlled by fast local motions, but also by 
long-range translational dynamics. Data analysis in terms of recently 
developed relaxation models provides information about the 
hydrophobic hydration and micellar structure. 

Keywords: NMR, spin relaxation, self-diffusion, intermolecular 
cross-relaxation, chemical shift, fluorinated surfactants, hydrogenated 
surfactant, micelle, non-ideal mixing, adsorption, hydration, 
surfactant-protein association. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy, or NMR as it is more 
commonly called, is a versatile method. Since the first observations of 
nuclear resonance 60 years ago, enormous progress has been achieved 
and the constantly expanding world of NMR is now stretching over 
the fields of chemistry, physics, biology and medicine. Two areas 
dominate the discipline: medical diagnosis and molecular structure 
determination. The former is often known as MRI, magnetic 
resonance imaging, and many hospitals are today equipped with an 
apparatus where identifications of injuries and diseases are performed 
in vivo. The latter, molecular structure determination, is a widespread 
high-resolution technique in biochemistry where determination of e.g. 
protein structures in solution has become possible using NMR. The 
bulk use of analytic and structural NMR is essential in organic 
chemistry where a simple acquisition of an NMR spectrum often is a 
routine step in the verification of sample content in synthesis. 

The essential landmarks of NMR may be comprehended through a 
survey of Nobel Prize winners. Two independent reports concerning 
the first observations of nuclear magnetic resonance were awarded 
the Nobel Prize in Physics 1952. Felix Bloch and Edward Mills 
Purcell, both from the United States, received the prize for "their 
development of new methods for nuclear magnetic precision 
measurements and discoveries in connection therewith". A great 
milestone in NMR history was the invention of the Fourier transform 
technique, which created a tremendous improvement of the signal 
sensitivity and resolution. Multidimensional Fourier transform 
techniques were developed later. Accordingly, the prize in Chemistry 
1991 was awarded to Richard R. Ernst, Switzerland, "for his 
contributions to the development of the methodology of high 
resolution nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy". The 
two heavyweights of modern NMR, molecular structure 
determination and medical diagnosis, have also been rewarded. In 
2002, half of the prize in Chemistry 2002 was given to Kurt 
Wüthrich, Switzerland, "for his development of nuclear magnetic 
resonance spectroscopy for determining the three-dimensional 
structure of biological macromolecules in solution". The following 
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year, Paul C. Lauterbur, United States, and Peter Mansfield, United 
Kingdom, were awarded the prize in Physiology or Medicine for what 
the Academy described as "their discoveries concerning magnetic 
resonance imaging". 

Thus, there is a wide-spread use of NMR in the field of structure 
determination. But other applications are continuously investigated. 
One is the use of NMR as a tool to study molecular dynamics over a 
broad time window. Spin relaxation is the main NMR phenomenon 
that inherently provides insight into the kinetics of diverse molecular 
events. Diffusion, the quantification of the reorientations and 
migration of molecules, is another dynamical property where NMR 
contributes to a wider comprehension of the behavior of molecules. 

This Thesis covers NMR applications where both structural and 
dynamical features are incorporated in the examinations of surfactant 
behavior in aqueous solution and on solid surfaces. Surfactants are 
flexible and complex molecules. Their physicochemical properties 
assure the possibility to generate applications with miscellaneous 
aspects, from cleaning products and paint to pharmaceuticals and oil 
recovery agents. 
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2. NUCLEAR SPINS AND NMR 
The pioneering discoveries by Bloch1 and Purcell2 with co-workers, 
in 1946, reported that atomic nuclei possess magnetic properties. In 
an external magnetic field, they absorb electromagnetic radiation in 
the radio frequency, RF, domain. The underlying nuclear property is 
called spin which refers to the intrinsic angular momentum of certain 
nuclei. Each nucleus type has its own resonance frequency in a given 
magnetic field. 1H and 19F absorb high frequencies while others, such 
as 41K and 197Au, resonate at lower frequencies. There are also many 
nuclei that do not interact with the magnetic field at all. For instance, 
the common isotopes 12C and 16O have both zero spin (I = 0) and they 
are accordingly invisible by NMR. Apart from zero spin, spin I may 
attain some positive integer multiple of 1/2. Normally, the higher  
the I the more complex the nature of resonance becomes. 

A nuclear spin I has 2I+1 possible states, described by its magnetic 
quantum number mI = –I, -I+1, …, I. In the absence of a magnetic 
field, those states are all of equal energy. In an external magnetic 
field, their energy levels split up. The 1H nucleus, which has spin I = 
1/2, has two magnetic quantum numbers, mI = 1/2. Spin states mI = 
1/2 and mI = -1/2 are often denoted  and , respectively. Let us 
assume that the external field is aligned with direction z. The 
distribution of N proton spins (N = N  + N ) among the two states is 
then given by the Boltzmann distribution 

kT
E

N
N

exp        (2.1) 

where E is the energy difference between the two states, k the 
Boltzmann factor and T the absolute temperature. The energy 
associated with a spin state is related to the strength of the external 
magnetic field, B0, by the equation 

0BE zmI
         (2.2) 
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where z is the z component of the nuclear magnetic moment, , of 
the nucleus and is given by 

Iz m          (2.3) 

where  is Planck's constant divided by 2  and  is the important 
NMR parameter known as the magnetogyric ratio. The latter is the 
fundamental property that gives rise to a specific resonance frequency
of each isotope. This exclusivity of magnetogyric ratio allows only 
one type of nucleus to be identified in one NMR spectrum. The 
specific resonance frequency is known as the Larmor frequency, L,
and from Eqs. (2.2-2.3) it is given by L = B0/2 . For positive 
magnetogyric ratios, state  is the one with lower energy. Hence, N
is larger than N  and increasing temperature pushes their ratio 
asymptotically towards unity. 

The Boltzmann distribution of  and  states produces a net 
equilibrium nuclear magnetization along the external field. 

kTBNNNM zzz 40
22

,,0   (2.4) 

Hence, the net magnetization is proportional to the energy difference 
between  and  states. Since that energy difference is small, the 
imbalance and thereby the relative nuclear magnetization is also 
small, only N/N ~10-5. This number is a measure of the obtainable 
NMR signal and evidently the technique becomes rather insensitive 
for that reason. In practice, sample concentrations above the mM 
range are preferable. 

When a circularly polarized RF field is applied at the Larmor 
frequency through a coil wrapped around the sample, the nuclear 
spins can resonantly interact with that radiation. As a result, the 
thermal equilibrium with the spins states distributed according to 
Boltzmann’s law is perturbed. If the RF field is applied during a 
proper time period (typically in the order of microseconds) and 
vertically aligned to the external field B0, the net magnetization shifts 
into the xy-plane. Once there, the magnetization is left precessing by 
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its Larmor frequency which induces a detectable signal in a suitable 
coil. The RF pulse that tips the magnetization to the xy-plane is called 
a 90  pulse. 
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3. CHEMICAL SHIFT 
So far, all nuclei of a particular magnetogyric ratio have been 
assumed to experience the same Larmor frequency. This is practically 
true when different isotopes are compared but not when we look at 
one particular isotope in more detail. Nuclei that are chemically not 
equivalent, with regard to intra- and intermolecular neighbors, exhibit 
different electronic environments. The static magnetic field produces 
small changes in the electronic structure and local magnetic field 
variations are experienced as a result of induced electronic orbital 
momentum. For that reason, the nuclei experience a small deviation 
from the external static field B0 expressed as  

01 BBloc         (3.1) 

where  is denoted as the shielding constant. This relation establishes 
specific Larmor frequencies for each of the non-equivalent nuclei in a 
sample. Even if the difference in Larmor frequency is proportional to 
the size of the shielding constant, it is practically more convenient to 
use the chemical shift scale that is independent of the static magnetic 
field. The chemical shift of a specific nucleus is the relative 
difference in Larmor frequency compared to a reference standard. 
The chemical shift parameter is given by 

610ref
L

ref
LL        (3.2) 

Since the shielding effects are small, the chemical shifts variations are 
typically described on the ppm scale. For protons, the chemical shift 
range including most known compounds does not span more than ~10 
ppm. Working on a 400 MHz spectrometer, 10 ppm corresponds to 4 
kHz. Application of a short square RF pulse will excite all the 
frequencies in a wide range3 despite their various Larmor frequencies. 
The width of the excited frequency range is the inverse of the pulse 
length. A 5 s pulse normally excites more than 30 kHz which is far 
more than the entire 1H chemical shift range. 
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The chemical shift effect allows separation of nuclei that are different 
with respect to their molecular environment. Distinctive signals are 
given in the spectrum and the exceptional resolution is one of the 
advantages of NMR spectroscopy. A rule of thumb is that the heavier 
the nucleus, the wider the chemical shift range. For example, 19F has 
a chemical shift range that is about 40 times wider than 1H.
Consequently, the fluorine shift is also more sensitive to its 
intermolecular surroundings. Chemical shifts of an aliphatic 
trifluoromethyl group change ~3.8 ppm from gaseous state to aqueous 
solvent and a further ~2.5 ppm to a fluorocarbon solvent. However, it 
only varies between 0.1 and 0.2 ppm for fluoromethyl groups moved 
from aqueous to hydrocarbon solvent. Since the experimental NMR 
resolution is also considerably high compared to other spectroscopic 
methods, such large shift differences become very informative when 
investigating intermolecular structures. 

The chemical shift does not only contain information about the 
intermolecular environment. If a molecule resides in two or more 
types of environments, chemical shift-related effects also tell us 
something about the exchange rate between these environments. If the 
exchange time is shorter than the inverse of the Larmor frequency 
difference between the locations, then only an average NMR signal is 
obtained. However, separate signals and a more complex spectrum is 
generated if the exchange time is slower than this time limit. 
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4. QUANTITATIVE MEASUREMENTS 
At thermal equilibrium, the net magnetization in the xy-plane is zero. 
Having created such magnetization by a 90  pulse, the constituting 
spins spread out in the xy-plane. This randomization finally causes 
that magnetization component to return to zero. Spin dephasing in the 
xy-plane is called transverse relaxation. For a first order exponential 
process4 it is quantified through a rate constant R2. The precessing 
and decaying transverse magnetization is called the free induction 
decay, often abbreviated FID. The FID constitutes the observed NMR 
signal. The other important relaxation process in NMR is the 
longitudinal relaxation (with a rate constant R1 for an exponential 
process). Since a 90  pulse equalizes N  and N , the return to thermal 
equilibrium by longitudinal relaxation starts right after the applied 
pulse. The formal description of these two relaxation processes is 
given by the well-known Bloch equations.5

The FID normally contains components at multiple frequencies. 
Standard NMR instruments handle all signal in the route6 from the 
time domain to the frequency domain via a quadrature detector and 
Fourier transformation. The NMR spectrum is mostly extracted from 
the real part L( ) of the complex spectrum that (for an exponentially 
decaying FID) becomes 

22
2

20

R
RM

L        (4.1) 

where  is recognized as the relative chemical shift in Eq. (3.2). This 
Lorentzian line shape has a peak position , a width at half-height 
R2/  and an integral proportional to M0. Recalling Eq. (2.4) one finds 
that the spectral integral of an NMR peak is directly proportional to 
the number of nuclei contributing to this peak. 

Hence, by comparing integrals with a reference signal acquired for a 
sample of known concentration, NMR can be used as a quantitative 
analytical method to determine absolute concentrations. There are 
some sources of error, though, that must be considered.7 The 
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restraints of the filter bandwidth8 may suppress signals near the edges 
of the spectral window. Those signals may also have lost intensity 
due to imperfect RF excitation associated with the finite width of the 
RF pulse. This problem arises especially when broad chemical shift 
ranges are measured. Another dilemma is that baseline correction is 
sometimes required. An improper baseline can appear if ringing 
artifacts7 are still present when the FID acquisition starts, or as a 
consequence of improper choice of probe material. The digital 
resolution must also be sufficient and the recycle delay before each 
RF pulse must be set long enough to assure thermal equilibrium. The 
integral intensity is compared to that of a reference sample which is 
also subject of some constraints. For best results, the reference sample 
should have the same type of sample composition with respect to 
solvent and solutes and the NMR signal selected for quantitative 
measurements is preferably that of the inquired sample. The 
experiments should then be carried out with identical instrumental 
setup. It is also important to use identical solution volumes. 
Reproducibility should be assured continuously by many reference 
measurements. 
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5. RELAXATION 
Molecules reorient randomly in liquids as a result of thermal 
collisions. Such Brownian molecular motions9 generate randomly 
fluctuating spin interactions further linked to locally fluctuating 
magnetic fields. Besides being time dependent, the fluctuating fields 
B(t) are smaller than the external field B0. The fluctuations basically 
induce relaxation back to thermal equilibrium. Even if the time 
average vanishes, 0tB , the auto-correlation function 

g t tB B        (5.1) 

does not.6 The function g( ) represents the memory that the system 
has of a particular arrangement of spins. The maximum value of the 
auto-correlation function occurs at  = 0 since the fields are unaltered. 
As time evolves, g( )  0. It is through this function we can quantify 
molecular motion. 

Relaxation processes are subdivided according to their source of 
origin. Longitudinal relaxation can be a sum of diverse mechanisms 
which all contribute. They all have in common the time-dependence 
of the fluctuating spin interaction.10 The latter can be magnetic 
dipole-dipole interactions, chemical shift anisotropy, spin-rotation 
interactions, scalar interactions, interactions with unpaired electrons, 
and quadrupolar interactions. Depending on chemical structure, 
molecular size, solvent, concentration of paramagnetic species, 
magnetic field strength, spin number etc, the contributions from 
various relaxation mechanisms vary. 

For spin I = 1/2 nuclei, dipole-dipole relaxation is often the most 
significant contributor to longitudinal relaxation and the following 
paragraphs will only deal with this relaxation type. In the simplest 
case, where relaxation may occur, the system consists of two dipole-
coupled spins I = 1/2 and S = 1/2. While each spin has two magnetic 
states,  and , the combined system has four possible states as 
represented in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1 Energy level diagram for a two-spin system, including rate constant for 
transition Wij and spin states. 

The transitions between the states are also indicated, and Wij denotes 
the rate constant for transition. Conventional transitions, i.e. 
transitions that can be directly detected through interaction with an 
external oscillating magnetic field, involve a change of the magnetic 
quantum number 1m . In other words, these are single-quantum 
transitions with corresponding rate constant for transition W1j. Zero- 
and double quantum transitions, W0IS and W2IS, are not directly 
detectable but they still contribute to energy exchange events in 
relaxation. It is obvious from Figure 1 that W1I governs longitudinal 
relaxation only for spin I and W1S only for S. On the other hand, the 
zero and double quantum transitions effect the relaxation of both 
spins. The time-dependent magnetizations, in z-direction, of the two 
spins become coupled as described by the Solomon equations11;12

ISISeqzz

ISSISeqzzz

ISISeqzz

ISIISeqzzz

WWII

WWWSSS
dt
d

WWSS

WWWIII
dt
d

02,

210,

02,

210,

2

2

 .  (5.2) 
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For simplification, the equations are typically re-written as 

ISeqzzSeqzzz

ISeqzzIeqzzz

IISSS
dt
d

SSIII
dt
d

,,

,,

   (5.3) 

where i is the dipole-dipole relaxation rate of spin i (often also 
called the diagonal term) and IS the dipole-dipole cross-relaxation 
rate of spin I but also of spin S. In this case of only two spins and a 
single relaxation mechanism IS I = S. The description of the 
relaxation rates, in terms of the motional correlation functions, may 
be very simple or exceedingly complex depending on the physical 
nature of the system. In the simplest case, a rank-2 spectral density 
function J(2)( ), which is the Fourier transform of the auto-correlation 
function of the fluctuating dipole-dipole interaction as illustrated in 
Eq. (5.1), becomes involved. Expressed by the spectral density 
function, the two-spin dipolar relaxation rates are12;13

SIISIISIS JJJK )2()2()2( 1.03.06.0 (5.4) 

and

SISIISIS JJK )2()2( 1.06.0    (5.5) 

where i is the Larmor frequency and KIS is the dipolar coupling 
constant 

2
0

4 SIISK  .       (5.6) 

So far we have only dealt with the simplest case of two spins but in 
practice an infinite number of spins can become involved in a 
relaxation process. Let us extend the Solomon equations to contain 
additional relaxation mechanisms. In a system of nI equivalent spins I,
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nS equivalent spins S but also j other unequivalent spins X, we have a 
set of Solomon equations containing j + 2 linear differential equations 
given by 

1
,,,

,,,1,1,1

,,,

,,

,,,

,,

11

j
SSXeqzjzj

SIXeqzzXeqzzz

j
SSXeqzjzj

SISeqzzSeqzzz

j
IIXeqzjzj

IISeqzzIeqzzz

nXX

nIIXXX
dt
d

nXX

nIISSS
dt
d

nXX

nSSIII
dt
d

j

j

j

.  (5.7) 

The direct longitudinal relaxation rate is now a sum of several 
contributions 

I
j

IXISI j
      (5.8) 

where Ik arises from the dipole-dipole interaction, between spin I and 
another spin k, while *

I  collects any non-dipolar effects. In contrast 
to the direct term, ik is purely dipolar and confines only to the cross-
relaxation rate between two spins. The time-dependent magnetization 
I(t) can be given by solving the set of linear differential equations in 
Eq. (5.7), provided that some boundary conditions are known. These 
conditions are the initial states of the magnetizations at time zero. 

To obtain the cross-relaxation rate IS, two operations are necessary. 
The first is practical and the second is mathematical. From an 
experimental point of view, the acquisition of an NMR difference 
spectrum is needed. Suppose the two spins I and S are clearly 
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separated by distinctive signals through chemical shift or because 
they have different magnetogyric ratios. By a selective RF-pulse, we 
invert the S magnetization while leaving I unaffected. Subsequently 
the spin system reaches equilibrium according to the Solomon 
equations. During this process, the I magnetization signal is acquired. 
Note that even if the initial and final values of the I magnetization are 
the thermal equilibrium values, it is changed during relaxation of the 
S spins. In the subsequent experiment, the initial RF pulse is applied 
at some frequency far off from the Larmor frequency so that both 
spins I and S remain unaffected. After once more having detected the 
signal from the I spins, the difference spectrum to the first acquired 
spectrum is calculated. This is then repeated for various times  after 
the initial inversion. The second experiment (with no initial pulse on 
the spins) may seem unnecessary, but is in fact essential. Although 
the system stays at equilibrium, an RF pulse always causes some 
temperature and field fluctuations. To keep things reproducible, 
conditions must be kept maximally constant. 

Mathematically, the Solomon equations are solved for the two 
different initial conditions: {I(0) = Ieq, S(0) = -Seq} and {I(0) = Ieq,
S(0) = Seq}. Thereafter the difference between the solutions becomes 

ISISISIS
I

S

eqI
I expexp   (5.9) 

where we have set IS I = S and nI = nS = 1. The relation is 
illustrated in Figure 2. The cross-relaxation rate can be obtained 
through regression by applying Eq. (5.9) to the experimental data. In 
reality, we have I S, nI nS and instead of Eq. (5.9) a more 
complex expression results. Before any cross-relaxation experiment is 
carried out, the longitudinal relaxation rates I and S must be known. 
The simplest way is to apply an inversion recovery experiment.10 If  

 >> , the expression for the time-dependent magnetization 
relaxation can be approximated with the single exponential relaxation 

I
eqI

I exp21  .     (5.10) 
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Normally, the rate constant of Eq. (5.10) is denoted R1,I and replaces 
I in Eq. (5.9). Equivalent substitution is made for S. Even in more 

complicated cases, where several significant cross-relaxation rates or 
many-exponential relaxation curves are present, the selected 
parameters may be evaluated through a properly conditioned 
analytical or numerical multi-equation system.14;15 Here, the intention 
is to access the cross-relaxation rate between two spins, a parameter 
containing dynamic molecular information with respect to both time- 
and length scales. 

Figure 2 The normalized magnetization from a difference spectrum experiment as a 
function of variable time .

If our two-spin system belongs to the same molecule and if the 
molecule is regarded as rigid and isotropically rotating, the motional 
auto-correlation function is given by a single exponential.16 Through 
Fourier transformation, we obtain 

226 1
1.0

1
6.0

cSI

c

cSI

c

IS

IS
IS r

K   (5.11) 

where the correlation time c is the average time the molecule 
reorients by one radian. Hence, the correlation time characterizes the 
molecular motions of the investigated species in a very direct and 
quantitative fashion. 
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Obviously, the cross-relaxation rate contains information about both 
time ( c) and length scales (rIS). Moreover, since IS ~ rIS

-6, the cross-
relaxation rate reflects interactions only when the molecules are 
within a few Ångströms. In small molecules, the correlation time is 
short enough that c << 1. Eq. (5.11) becomes reduced to 

62 IS

cIS
IS r

K
.       (5.12) 

Here, the cross relaxation is independent of frequency which is often 
referred to as the extreme narrowing regime.10 Intramolecular cross 
relaxation is adequately modeled by this simple expression and, if 
rotational correlation time data is available, nuclear distances can 
easily be calculated from Eq. (5.12). Conversely, the correlation time 
can be determined if the relevant distances are known.  
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6. INTERMOLECULAR DIPOLE-DIPOLE 
CROSS RELAXATION 

The plain intramolecular expression considers only rotational motions 
since the distance rIS is regarded as constant. Distances between 
different molecules, however, are modulated by translational motions 
and the cross-relaxation rate then needs an auto-correlation function 
that describes the resulting time dependence of intermolecular dipolar 
interactions. This situation is far more complex than the 
intramolecular case and the attempts to achieve a more complete 
picture have advanced over the years17-25 and are still in progress.26;27

Here we discuss some aspects relevant for Papers IV and V, in which 
we explore the case where a solute spin interacts with solvent spins.  

Consider two hard spheres which both contain a nuclear spin. The 
solute spin I is located at distance dI from the center of a sphere 
representing a solute molecule with diameter aI. Analogously, spin S
is separated dS from the center of a spherical solvent molecule with 
diameter aS. The closest distance between the centers of the solute 
and the solvent is b = aI + aS. Rotational diffusion coefficients of the 
two molecules are DR,I and DR,S while their translational self-diffusion 
coefficients are DT,I and DT,S. Within a certain distance from the 
solute, lhyd, we expect the solvent to reorient more slowly than in the 
bulk. When the solvent is water, the general phenomenon is known as 
hydration.28 As a result, the solvent motion is non-uniform with 
motional parameters DR,S0 and DT,S0 in the bulk and DR,S1 and DT,S1 in 
the hydration layer. Solvent molecules in that layer slow down with a 
retardation factor fret compared to the bulk and the effect is regarded 
to influence both rotation and translation to the same extent.29 This 
gives us Di,S1 = Di,S0 / fret. The translational motion yields a relative 
diffusion coefficient, DTi = DT,I + DTi,S, used in the following 
equations. Since translation and rotation of the two molecules 
constantly alter the distance between the two spins, the auto-
correlation function becomes rather intricate. Analytical solutions 
exist, however, and the expression for the rank-2 spectral density 
function is23;26
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R

L
R

L
TLf .     (6.2) 

Here the number of solvent spins present is represented by nS. The 
factor of Eq. (6.2), within brackets, is a complex spectral density 
function and its variables are the two frequency terms: one for bulk 
and one for the layer with retarded motion. 
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In Eqs. (6.3-6.4), the rotational diffusion coefficients are incorporated 
and are assumed to follow Stokes-Einstein law R = 1 / (6DR). This is 
useful since R often is easily available from independent 
measurements. The full complex spectral density function is finally 
given by26
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where  = b /(b+lhyd) while QN, k
NT , kN, XN, YN, and VN are various 

combinations of Bessel functions for which the reader is referred to 
the Appendix. Note that there is a (L+2)-dependence in the function 

2L
T  but L-dependence in the dynamic variables ,

0,
L

R  and ,
1,

L
R .

The complete expression for the intermolecular solute-solvent dipole-
dipole cross-relaxation rate results from insertion of Eqs. (6.1-6.5) in 
Eq. (5.5). 
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7. DIFFUSION 
The random motion of molecules is referred to as Brownian diffusion, 
often separated into rotational and translational modes. From the 
viewpoint of NMR, the rate of rotational diffusion can often be 
determined by intramolecular relaxation studies like those described 
above. The translational self-diffusion coefficient in solution depends 
on the temperature, the viscosity of the solvent, and the size of the 
species. According to the Stokes-Einstein relation, for a spherical 
object of radius a,

a
kTDT 6

        (7.1) 

where  is the dynamic viscosity. More elaborated descriptions are 
also available in the literature for other geometrical structures and 
shapes.30-32 The self-diffusion coefficient, DT, is a parameter which 
can be measured by a variety of pulse sequences with the common 
use of magnetic field gradients.33 Depending on size, relaxation times, 
convection and other mechanisms, a variety of established 
experimental set-ups can be found.33-35 Nowadays most studies rely 
on variants of the stimulated echo pulse sequence36 which in its basic 
form relates the normalized signal intensity to the self-diffusion 
coefficient by 

TDGS 3exp 222       (7.2) 

where  is the gradient length,  the diffusion time and G the applied 
gradient strength. From the variation of the signal intensity, due to 
e.g. increasing gradient strength, the translational self-diffusion 
coefficient can be obtained. 
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8. SURFACTANTS 
The word surfactant is an abbreviation of surface active agent. As the 
name suggests, the surfactant performs an active process at an 
interface. In general, a surfactant is an organic molecule that consists 
of two major groups, a head group and a tail. The head group is 
hydrophilic and can be either charged or neutral. The classification of 
surfactants is commonly based on the nature of the head group. The 
tail is normally a hydrophobic alkyl chain of typically 8 to 18 
carbons. The standard description of surfactants in relation to 
hydrophilicity and hydrophobicity is, in fact, only appropriate for 
those molecules defined as surfactants in aqueous solution. However, 
water is the solvent of interest in this Thesis, and we may accordingly 
keep to the definition outlined above. 

From the head group characteristics, four main classes of surfactants 
can be distinguished. The anionic head groups are typically based on 
carboxylate, sulfate, sulfonate, or phosphate ions that are covalently 
attached to the non-polar tail. Anionic surfactants represent the most 
common and widely applied class of amphiphiles. Some natural soaps 
are also included in this category. Those surfactants that are cationic
often have amine or ammonium groups as hydrophilic part. They 
adsorb readily to negatively charged surfaces and are used for surface 
modification. Neutral head groups, or non-ionics, are often formed by 
polyethers or polyhydroxyls. After the anionic surfactants, the non-
ionics are the most important category of amphiphiles and their 
application as emulsifiers is wide-spread. Then there is the notable 
family of zwitterionics with surfactant head groups containing both 
positive and negative charges. Ammonium is often the cationic 
component whereas the anion may vary. Often, the net head-group 
charge depends on the pH of the solution. A reduced tendency to 
irritate eyes and skin has made zwitterionics an important constituent 
in shampoos and other personal care products.37

The hydrophobic alkyl tail is normally of hydrocarbon type. Although 
it commonly consists of a single saturated hydrocarbon sequence, 
sometimes the surfactant tail part is instead made up of two or three 
alkyl chains. Molecules with tails that carry less or more than 8 to 18 
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carbons are not commonly categorized as surfactants. Apart from the 
definition of sub-segments denoted as head group and tail, a 
surfactant is identified by its ability to self-aggregate. At very low 
concentrations, surfactants are monomerically dissolved when added 
to water. There is a strong preference for water not to hydrate 
aliphatic tails. The specific arrangement of water molecules that is 
formed reduces the entropy of the system. The more surfactant added, 
the more entropy is lost. Hence, at one point it becomes entropically 
more advantageous for the surfactants to self-assemble and form 
micelles. In a micelle, tails point inward whereas the head groups face 
the aqueous phase. A greater hydrophobic character of a surfactant 
results in an earlier critical micelle concentration (cmc). The cmc is 
the common name for the point where micelles begin to appear. 

The dual hydrophobic/hydrophilic character of surfactants does not 
only drive their self-assembly in solution. Adsorption at various kinds 
of liquid/gas, liquid/liquid and liquid/solid interfaces is another 
typical surfactant property. The adsorption on solid interfaces is the 
fundamental phenomenon in wetting and cleaning applications. As 
the nature of solid surface adsorption is complex, and depends on 
both electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions, careful investigations 
are crucial, both on microscopic and macroscopic level. Figure 3 
illustrates a simple example of the effect of one molecular variable, 
the adsorption dependence on salt content. The figure shows the 
isotherm that describes the adsorption of ammonium 
perfluorooctanoate on -alumina in aqueous solution of pH ~ 4. The 
isotherm was measured by 19F NMR as described in Papers I and III. 

There is obviously a significant effect when an inorganic salt is added 
to the system, particularly at low surfactant concentrations. When the 
extra electrolyte is present, the isotherm adopts the classical S-shaped 
form38 with very low adsorption at small concentrations followed by a 
steep slope where cooperative binding is presumed. For the system 
with no added NaCl, the step-isotherm is apparent.39 Some selected 
reviews on adsorption are found in the reference list.40-47
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Figure 3 Adsorption isotherms of pure ammonium perfluorooctanoate on -Al2O3, 
20° C, pH 4, in 0.1 M NaCl ( ) and non-salt ( ) aqueous solution. 

Beside hydrocarbons, partially or fully fluorinated alkyl chains can 
also constitute surfactant tails. These fluorinated surfactants behave 
distinctly different compared to their hydrogenated counterparts. A 
fluorocarbon chain is not only water-repellent but also repels 
hydrogenated oil. The surface activity is also often higher for 
fluorosurfactants and their cmc values consequently lower. Their 
impressive ability to decrease surface tension at low concentration 
manifests itself not only in aqueous but also in organic media. The 
fluoroalkyl chain structure is also more rigid48;49 and exhibits a high 
stability in extreme environments, like high temperatures and acidic 
conditions, foremost due to the strongest single bond in organic 
chemistry, the C-F one. For further readings on their physicochemical 
properties the comprehensive book by Kissa is recommended where 
these properties, as well as techniques of analysis, are thoroughly 
described and reviewed.50

In various types of coatings, emulsions, cleaners, foams, and oil-fire-
extinguishing agents, fluorosurfactants have significant advantages 
compared to their more conventional hydrogenated counterparts. The 
setback is normally a high price and insecurity concerning 
environmental impact.51;52 Hence, an often wanted alternative is to 
use a mixture of hydrogenated and fluorinated surfactants. However, 
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the non-ideal mixing effects of alkanes and perfluoroalkanes53;54 may 
result in non-trivial phase behavior of fluorinated/hydrogenated 
surfactant mixtures. To determine the phase behavior can be 
demanding even in the simplest two-component surfactant systems in 
aqueous solution.55 Mutual phobicity between surfactants may have 
severe impacts on applications but the non-ideality can sometimes 
also have advantageous effects. Regardless of what future 
applications we might call for, the need for profound descriptions of 
non-ideal behavior is essential. 
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9. CONCLUSIONS 
ASSOCIATION IN AQUEOUS SOLUTION 

In most fields of application where surfactants play a part, one has to 
consider that mixtures of different types of surfactants are involved. 
There are often economical reasons behind the introduction of this 
blend of amphiphiles but there are also, at least sometimes, chemical 
arguments for blending. Whatever the case may be, it is of utmost 
importance to be aware of the effects that follow from mixing two, or 
several, surfactants. These effects can be highly non-ideal,55 and 
whether that is an advantage or not depends on what intention one 
might have. Nevertheless, a comprehensive understanding of mixing 
effects is desirable. 

Mixtures of fluorinated and hydrogenated surfactants are not ideal. 
The phobicity between alkanes and fluoroalkanes is well-known and 
investigated. 53;54 Among surfactants, a system that has probably been 
more studied than any other is the mixture of sodium perfluoro-
octanoate (NaPFO) and sodium decyl sulfate (SDeS). One issue 
being, whether the micelles are mixed or de-mixed. In at least fifteen 
well-cited publications,55-70 no consensus has been reached on this 
and it illustrates the inherent complexity with investigating 
fluorinated-hydrogenated mixed surfactant systems.  

In an extensive re-investigation of the mixed surfactant system of 
NaPFO and SDeS, we tried (Paper II) to resolve the dilemma of 
micelle composition. First of all, it is clear that examinations of 
binary mixtures are prone to experimental and interpretational 
artifacts that can be grouped in three classes. 

First of all, many investigations have been based on the use of non-
native probe molecules67;70-73 or data recorded at dividing interfaces.74

They all suffer from uncertainties concerning assumptions of the 
partition coefficients. The behavior of different probe molecules, with 
well-known characteristics in pure systems, is not necessarily the 
same when applied to a more complex binary mixture. Another, more 
interpretational, complication originates from the limitations of 
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molecular modeling frameworks,57;59;60;66;68;75 both concerning the 
permitted range of application and any predictive power. 

Artifacts and interpretational problems can also be caused by 
difficulties in obtaining sufficiently good experimental data. In the 
case of mixed surfactants in aqueous solution, the system has not only 
different molecular components but they are also distributed between 
different physical states (i.e., monomers and micelles). This kind of 
experimental situation requires a characterization with several 
independent parameters. The investigator must then have access to 
equally many, or more, independent experimental variables sensitive 
to those structural parameters. For example, conductivity and surface 
tension experiments56;58;62;64 both measure only a single experimental 
variable. Accordingly, only model-dependent structural consistency 
tests can be performed. Concerning NMR, many studies63;71;76-79 have 
had to rely on various assumptions in order to overcome the shortage 
of structural parameters. 

In order to avoid unjustified assumptions, we employed a 
combination of experimental techniques. Thereby, we could reduce 
the number of model-dependent conclusions. With respect to both 1H
NMR of SDeS and 19F NMR of NaPFO, we considered that the 
different dynamic ranges of chemical shift and diffusion could be 
exploited. Performed over the 150-250 mM range of surfactant 
concentrations, far above the cmc values of either surfactant, some 
interesting new conclusion could be drawn. First, our combined set of 
chemical shift and diffusion data indisputably exclude the models of 
(i) complete de-mixing and (ii) complete and spatially homogeneous 
mixing of the two surfactants. The exclusion of one completely mixed 
and two completely de-mixed micelles is valid for the entire range of 
molar fractions between pure NaPFO solution and pure SDeS 
solution. What we indeed have is a case of partial de-mixing where 
two models are consistent with the experimental data. In the first 
case, there are two distinct micelle types, one rich in fluorinated 
surfactants and the other in hydrogenated surfactants but both also 
containing the other type of surfactant. The second possible model 
has no partial de-mixing on the micellar level but local chemically 
selective coordination within a single micelle type.67;80 For either 
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case, the average excess/deficit of the same/different surfactant being 
the nearest molecular neighbor is small, in the order of 20 %. By 
invoking the regular solution theory, we found a low value for the 
energy of mixing which favors the one mixed micelle model within 
which some selective coordination is present. 

Paper VI examines the state of association between a cationic protein 
(lysozyme) and a cationic fluorosurfactant (FC134). In applications 
such as electrophoretic protein separations, fluorosurfactants have a 
central function. By adsorbing on the capillary walls, these 
surfactants suppress unwanted protein adsorption. It has also been 
suggested81 that protein-wall repulsion may be strengthened by 
protein-surfactant association. 

Both 19F and 1H NMR spectra were recorded for aqueous samples of 
pure surfactant, pure protein and their mixture at various 
concentrations. The pure surfactant was found to exist in three 
different states in aqueous solution: as monomers, in smaller 
aggregates, and in large vesicles. The exchange time is slow, 1 ms, 
between monomeric and aggregated states since distinct signals for 
those were obtained in the 19F spectrum. Slow exchange between 
monomers and aggregates is unusual for surfactants but has been 
observed for other fluorosurfactants.82-84

We found no indication of any association between the cationic 
lysozyme and the cationic surfactant with the trade name FC134. The 
19F chemical shift is very sensitive to changes in the intermolecular 
environment and therefore protein-surfactant association should affect 
it. However, no changes in the 19F spectrum were observed upon 
addition of lysozyme. Furthermore, we could not observe any line 
broadening in the 1H spectrum of lysozyme after addition of 
surfactant, which should be expected due to the slower reorientation 
of any formed complex. The lack of association was supported by 
surface tension data which indicated no change in the apparent cmc or 
in the saturation value of surface tension. 
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ADSORPTION ON SOLID SURFACES 
The interest in surfactant behavior at solid surfaces seems to have 
been growing strongly over the past decades. Many technical 
applications require deep knowledge about physical and chemical 
processes at interfaces. Examples include paper products, cosmetics, 
pharmaceuticals, household products, textiles, food packages etc. 

Nuclear magnetic resonance previously proved to be a useful method 
for studying surfactant-coated surfaces.85-94 Here, we expand the 
applications of NMR to study concentration dependence and 
surfactant adsorption isotherms. Using NMR as a quantitative 
analytical method, complete adsorption isotherms are accessible as 
presented in this Thesis for both pure and mixed surfactants adsorbed 
on -alumina. Adsorption isotherms of ammonium and sodium 
perfluorooctanoate (APFO and NaPFO), sodium decyl sulfate (SDeS) 
and the mixture of the last two amphiphiles were obtained at different 
electrolyte concentrations. NMR was found to be a powerful tool to 
obtain the adsorption isotherms of individual components in a multi-
component adsorption process. Such information is not easily 
obtained by other techniques. 

After adding the porous solid, with a large specific surface area, to an 
aqueous surfactant solution and allowing equilibrium, the adsorption 
at the surface generates two states of the surfactants: one in the bulk 
solution and one adsorbed on the surface. Thereafter, the adsorption 
isotherm is obtained by experimentally determining the equilibrium 
surfactant bulk concentration. This is the NMR implementation of the 
so-called depletion method that has been frequently used38;89;95;96 but 
with other spectroscopic97-100 detection tools for measuring the bulk 
surfactant concentration. While the depletion method has dominated 
early studies of adsorption, recent years have witnessed the 
emergence of direct measurement of the adsorbed amount achievable 
by ellipsometry,44;47;101 neutron reflection,102;103 and dual polarization 
interferometry.104

In this Thesis, we show that NMR-detected depletion experiments 
provide unique opportunities in the field of surfactant adsorption. 
Since NMR is applicable in some form for most molecules, the 
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method is universal. Although NMR is a relatively insensitive 
spectroscopic method and therefore cannot detect trace amounts, 
modern NMR spectrometers can quantitatively measure 
concentrations down to the M region. Furthermore, determination of 
different molecules, even in a mixed system, is straightforward 
because of NMR’s sensitivity to chemical differences. 

Adsorption of fluorosurfactants on solid surfaces has been sparsely 
reported in the literature105-113 and details on their adsorption 
isotherms are almost non-existent. We found that APFO and NaPFO 
surfactant adsorption on -alumina is described by the same well-
characterized mechanism that has been reported earlier.38;39;95;96;114-116

Moreover, the isotherm of SDeS, known from previous 
investigations,117;118 is reproduced. We also found the adsorption 
isotherm, as evaluated for total surfactant content, is the same 
irrespective of if we work with pure surfactants of SDeS and NaPFO 
or with their mixture. 

With electrolyte added to the system, in the form of NaCl, the 
isotherms display the classical S-shape38 while the isotherm in the 
non-salt systems have a step-wise appearance known from previous 
studies at low ionic strength.39 As shown in Figure 3, both isotherms 
have four well-defined regions: (I) adsorption by electrostatic 
interactions; (II) adsorption by cooperative hydrophobic interactions; 
(III) neutralized surface region and; (IV) cmc with the arrival at a 
plateau of adsorbed amount. The strongest quantitative differences 
upon addition of NaCl are found in the region of low concentration 
where the surface charges can be effectively screened by the 
electrolyte. The non-salt system exhibits much (up to 100-fold) 
stronger surfactant adsorption in this concentration regime. More or 
less opposite effects are found in region II where the presence of salt 
reduces head group repulsions between the surfactants, which give 
rise to more effective cooperative binding. At higher concentrations 
(regions III-IV), the presence of salt shows no obvious effects. The 
adsorbed amount is of the same magnitude for any electrolyte 
concentration within these regions. 
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The 19F chemical shift is exceptionally sensitive to changes in the 
molecular environment. In solution, the 19F shift could differentiate 
between structural models.119;120 This Thesis also draws conclusions 
about the state of adsorbed species from the 19F chemical shift. 
Firstly, the exchange of surfactants between aqueous (within the 
pores of porous alumina) and adsorbed states was concluded to be 
fast (< 1 ms) on the NMR time-scale. Secondly, when the adsorbed 
amount of perfluorooctanoate on -alumina quantitatively 
corresponds to a monolayer, the actual structure consists of local 
aggregates as shown by the corresponding 19F shift of the terminal 
trifluoromethyl groups. Still non-published data reveal the existence 
of surface aggregates very early in the adsorption isotherm. In the 
step-wise isotherm, these aggregates are formed as early as in region 
I. For S-shaped adsorption isotherms, trifluoromethyl groups also 
reside in aggregates in regions III-IV but are surrounded by water 
(and, therefore, cannot form aggregates) in region I. Further studies, 
including water-surfactant cross-relaxation experiments, in the low 
concentration regime are needed in order to characterize the evolution 
of aggregates for these surface structures. 

As described earlier, NaPFO and SDeS exhibit non-ideal effects upon 
mixing, although in the pure state they have similar physical 
properties and characteristics with respect to the aqueous 
environment. The mutual phobicity of fluorinated and hydrogenated 
alkanes strongly influences the nature of micellization. In the case of 
adsorption on solid surfaces, comparable affinity for alumina is found 
in pure systems of NaPFO or SDeS. In contrast to an aqueous 
solution where the cmc increases for a mixed system of NaPFO and 
SDeS, the adsorption behavior does not differ from that of the pure 
counterparts. For a given total surfactant concentration, the amount of 
adsorbed surfactant is roughly identical for NaPFO, SDeS and their 
1:1 mixture. However, when the plateau is reached in the adsorption 
isotherm, there appears a manifestation of non-ideal mixing. Upon the 
onset of bulk micellization, decyl sulfate starts to desorb from the 
surface and becomes replaced by perfluorooctanoate. By introducing 
two possible aggregational states (i.e. surface and bulk micelles), 
there is a new option for surfactant de-mixing. Before SDeS 
desorption commences, the surface aggregates appear to be 
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molecularly mixed despite the mutual phobicity between fluoro- and 
hydrocarbons, as manifested in 19F chemical shift data. However, the 
data indicates similar selective coordination as described for micelles. 
The finding of molecular mixed surface aggregates for these short-
chain surfactants differs from results for perfluorinated and 
hydrogenated surfactants with longer tails, some of which were 
shown to micro-phase separate on the solid surface.121

SOLUTE-SOLVENT CONTACT BY 
INTERMOLECULAR CROSS RELAXATION 

In structural biochemistry, NMR dipole-dipole cross relaxation has 
proved to be capable of resolving three-dimensional biomolecular 
structures in solution. However, its application to solvation problems 
has been more limited, at least in quantitative terms. In this Thesis, 
we show that cross relaxation can provide important new information 
in the field of hydration and solvation phenomena. 

In many types of NMR applications, the 19F nucleus has an extra 
advantage through its broad chemical shift range that simplifies 
assignment. Experiments122-126 in cross relaxation have already made 
use of this aspect of fluorine NMR. Solvation phenomena, i.e. 
solvent-solute interactions, often concern the 1H nucleus since water 
is by far the most interesting and investigated solvent. The massive 
solvent signal is therefore a significant problem in a narrow 1H
spectrum while it has no influence on a 19F spectrum. Even if both the 
solvent and solute are fluorinated, the well-dispersed 19F spectrum 
may selectively distinguish the solvent from the solute signal. 

Furthermore, {1H}19F and {19F}19F cross-relaxation rates have 
comparable magnitude to those measured in {1H}1H experiments 
because of the 100 % abundance and high magnetogyric radio of 19F.
Methodologically, high signal intensity (i.e., signal-to-noise ratio) is 
central to accurate cross-relaxation measurements because the data is 
acquired from difference spectra. Moreover, with applications 
ranging from breathable textiles to blood substitutes and 
pharmaceuticals many fluorinated molecules and their interactions 
with solvents recently have become interesting and subject to 
numerous investigations. 
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Paper IV presents an examination of intermolecular cross-relaxation 
rates between water as solvent and dilute fluorinated species 
dissolved in it. These species are the small, to some extent 
hydrophobic, molecules of trifluoroacetate (TFA) and ammonium 
perfluorooctanoate (APFO). In this study, we found a significant 
frequency dependence of the cross-relaxation rate between water and 
the solute. Although the intramolecular cross-relaxation rates of the 
small molecules are demonstrated to be within the extreme narrowing 
(frequency-independent) regime, there is a clearly varying 
intermolecular cross-relaxation rate with respect to Larmor 
frequency. Hence, the concept of extreme narrowing is not applicable 
for intermolecular cross relaxation. This result is perhaps surprising to 
many NMR-spectroscopists. We also found (Paper V) the same 
feature, i.e. frequency dependence, in the cross relaxation between the 
water and the surfactant molecules that build up a micelle. Similar 
observations have been made earlier when studying the hydration of 
proteins and other biomolecules.127

Because of this frequency dependence, the water-solute cross 
relaxation cannot depend only on the fast local dynamics of water, 
which constituted the previous standpoint.122;128-137 Instead, long-
range translational motion of water molecules provides the significant 
factor leading to a frequency dependence. Despite the short-range  
(~ r -6) dipolar coupling between two spins, it is the entire water 
magnetization that generates the long-distance effects.26 Even atoms 
which are molecularly distant from water, like those embedded 
deeply in a micelle, do exhibit cross-relaxation interaction with the 
solvent.

The concept of frequency-dependent intermolecular cross relaxation 
is not new. This point was established a long time ago and then 
repeatedly re-affirmed.21-26 Still, there is little appreciation of this fact 
in the general scientific community. Hence, most intermolecular 
cross-relaxation data has been interpreted under the erroneous 
assumption of extreme narrowing. Quantitative conclusions were then 
drawn from cross-relaxation rates obtained at a single resonance 
frequency. The literature contains several examples where cross-
relaxation effects between water and all, or most, atoms within 
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amphiphilic molecular aggregates are quantified128;129;134;136;137

leading to unphysical interpretations. Examples of interpretation 
concern hydration of atoms within the hydrophobic tail, under the 
assumption of the short range of cross relaxation. 

In a realistic28 model of interfacial hydration, at least two important 
parameters are required which should account for the dynamic 
retardation of water by its interaction with the surface. The first 
parameter defines the distance from the solute surface, within which 
the water dynamics is retarded, while the second parameter defines 
the degree of retardation as the ratio of diffusion (the same for 
rotational and translational) coefficients of hydration water and of 
bulk water. 

Information about motional retardation has already been available in 
NMR studies that measure the population averages of either spin 
relaxation or self-diffusion. However, since only average data could 
be examined merely integral information, i.e. the amount of retarded 
water molecules multiplied by the retardation factor, could be 
obtained. Hence, longitudinal 17O NMR relaxation suggested138 that, 
under the assumption of one hydration layer around sodium dodecyl 
sulfate micelles, the retarded water reorients two to three times slower 
than water in bulk. 

That intermolecular cross relaxation is sensitive to these two aspects 
of motional retardation seems to be a remarkable and unique 
property. Evaluated within the framework of a model21-23;26 that 
includes a description of non-uniform diffusion of the solvent, the 
magnitude and the extent of motional retardation were found to have 
distinct influences on the frequency dependence of the intermolecular 
cross-relaxation rates. 

Hence, the different slopes of frequency dependences observed for 
TFA and APFO reveal the differences in their hydration behavior. 
Comparing data from the methyl group signals of these two 
perfluoroalkanote ions, it is apparent that water retardation is stronger 
for the longer hydrophobic alkyl chain. In the case of micelles, we 
find that hydrated water molecules must move at least three times 
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slower in the close vicinity of the micelle than in the bulk. The layer 
of retarded water is not wider than two shells of water molecules. 
Another important condition implied from the evaluation of our 
model is the average distance between solvent and solute spins. In 
NaPFO micelles, we find that the fluorines nearest the head group, 
C(2)F2, and water are in direct contact to each other as indicated by 
their small distance (comparable to their van der Waals radii). Other 
fluorines, C(3)F2-C(8)F3, seem to lack such direct contact. 
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APPENDIX 
The following equations employed in Eq. (6.5) are those presented by 
Bertil Halle.26
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Functions ziN  and ziN
'  are the modified spherical Bessel 

functions of the first kind and its derivative. Functions zkN  and 
zkN

'  are the modified spherical Bessel functions of the second kind 
and its derivative. 
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